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Firstline
Looking for a Few
Hungry Samurai

I

The
N Seven Samurai, a film of
Akira Kurosawa, a group of beleaguered farmers in medieval Japan
entreat their village elder for advice
on protecting themselves from bandits.
"Hire samurai," he suggests blandly.
But how could we pay these elite warriors, the astonished farmers ask, when
all we have is grain?
"Find hungry samurai,"
says the
elder.
The editors of Technology Review are
not being preyed upon by bandits,
thankfully, but, like Kurosawa's farmers, we are on the lookout for "sarnurai"-scientists,
technologists,
and
related professionals-who
are "hungry" enough to take a little time out
from their usual activities to share some
of their knowledge and opinions, in their
own words and at length, with the public. Our experience is that such "expert
authors"-whom
we can offer more
than grain, though not much moreprovide readers with fresh, interesting,
and useful ideas.
Of course, experts can be real headaches for editors. They can lack journalists' flexibility and investigative skills.
They sometimes have difficulty seeing
the big picture, and are prone to lapsing
into self-serving spiels. Whereas journalists respect word counts and deadlines,
experts regard them the way Boston
drivers interpret red lights-as advisory
only.
Nevertheless,
expert authors can
draw on years of experience to present a
problem or opportunity, offer detailed
analysis of options, and supply thoughtful, pragmatic recommendations. And,
with a little editorial help, these authors
can present it all in a readable, even
enjoyable form that allows a wide-ranging audience access to concerns ordinarily confined to discourse with colleagues.
Readers may then, we hope, apply these
insights to society's benefit.
If any "hungry samurai" out there

wish to try their hand at such difficult
but rewarding efforts, here are a few
suggestions to help make the process
easier and improve the probability of
success:
Firstmake a proposal. Submit a brief
outline or synopsis before doing any
serious writing. Its purpose is not to provide great detail but to sketch the
author's intended structure. It should
reveal the logic of the article-what
you
ultimately want to tell the reader, and
the steps needed to achieve that goalthereby allowing editors the opportunity
to respond with specific suggestions.

Expert authors:
can't live with 'em,
can't live without (em.

Tell a "story." Don't simply present a
load of data or a string of facts. Your
article should of course be replete with
specific information,
but in context.
There should be some reason-an
event,
a new development,
an intensifying
rivalry between major players-why
the
nonspecialist reader will be tempted to
sit down with the article.
Choose a subset. Having a great deal
of knowledge can actually be a problem
in writing a general-interest
article.
Whereas a journalist's product represents essentially what that reporter has
learned about a subject, an expert's article can reveal only a small fraction of his
or her grasp of the field. But that's all the
reader needs. Pick just the material for
telling the story at hand, and reserve the
rest for other projects.
Cite other experts. Don't limit readers
to what you yourself know. Despite that
"great deal of knowledge," an expert
will usually not have all the information
required for a particular article. Fill in
the gaps by citing other sources. This
adds richness and credibility-even
spice, if interesting quotes are used.
Acknowledge interfaces. A piece on
"technology and its implications"-this

magazine's beat-must
transcend disciplines. Thus your article will abut areas
outside your field that nevertheless affect
the issue at hand. Don't shy away from
discussing such topics-addressing
them
is usually what makes the article a
story-but
don't overreact by waxing
omniscient. Simply convey the situation
as you see it.
Don't preach to the converted. Readers want to know your opinions, even
those with strong political implications.
But it's important to assume that readers
are intelligent
skeptics who don t
already agree with you --otherwise,
why bother to write?-yet who are willing to be convinced. The key is to present enough material, including a fair
rendering of opposing viewpoints, so
that readers can decide for themselves.
"The best way I know of persuading you
of anything," says MIT physicist Philip
Morrison, "is not to plead with you to
trust me, not to invoke authority in general, not even to call upon some expert,
but to show you just what it is that persuadedme."

A CHANGE

ON THE

MAs1HEAD

We welcome a new senior editor, Philip
to Technology Review. An
industrial engineer by training, Phil has
been a science and technology editor for
the past 14 years. His efforts have
enhanced the pages of Modern Materials

J. LoPiccolo,

Handling, Popular Computing, Massachusetts Medicine, and, most recently,
Computer Graphics World, where he
was editor-in-chief. He succeeds Marc S.
Miller, who has become publications
director of Cultural Survival, a publicinterest organization
based in Cambridge. Marc's six-year tenure here was
notable for his great productivity and
editorial strength. His abiding social
concerns and his ability to convert a
manuscript into a first-class article are
manifested
in his last project-this
issue's cover story, "Keeping OSHA's
Feet to the Fire."
-STEVEN

J. MARcus
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NUCLEAR OPTIONS
For nuclear engineers who have worked
''A Practical Route to Fusion Power' by to develop safe nuclear power plants,
Ralph Moir and Abraham Szoke (TR Langdon Winner's "Fear and Loathing
on the Nuclear Bandwagon" (TRAuJuly 1991) seems to have been written
1991)is a disappointwithout serious thought to economic or gust/September
ment. I'll give him his point on the bad
environmental issues.
The authors claim that a I-kiloton ex- taste of ads expressing concern about oil
plosion would be needed every 20 supplies that come from the Middle
minutes to yield 1,000 megawatts of East. But nuclear power's performance
electrical power. If a plant operated figures, to which he refers dismissively,
7,000 hours per year, it would require are cold, hard facts, published in
21,000 nuclear explosives, and about Department of Energy (DOE) statistics,
100 such plants would be necessary to countless industry newsletters, and the
make a substantial contribution to the proceedings of technical conferences.
Winner also cites a poll in which 75
electricity supply. That would mean
manufacturing 2.1 million nuclear ex- percent of the respondents listed renewplosives every year. As the history of able energy as their first or second
nuclear weapons production in the choice for funding, and he concludes
United States has shown, the environ- from this that the American people
might be ahead of policymakers in their
mental costs could be considerable.
The authors' estimates of the costs of willingness to accept changes in the way
the generating stations are also out of the country uses energy. But would the
line. The proposed facility would be at results of that poll have been different
least as complex in its construction and if the pollsters' question had included a
safety features as a breeder reactor and realistic estimate of how much electricassociated reprocessing plants, especial- ity renewables can actually provide? I
ly since it would not be a 90 percent fu- think it would have. And, of course,
sion system but principally
a there are other polls. One conducted by
fission-based one. (Fusion power is ad- Cambridge Energy Research Associates
vertised in big print and splashy graph- for the U.S. Council on Energy Awareics on the cover of the magazine, but the ness shows that 80 percent of the Amerifine print shows that no date is specified can people think nuclear plants will be
for the realization of this vision.) When important in meeting our future deone takes into account the need for ex- mands for electricity.
Moreover, Winner has got the point
tensive containment to prevent accidental pollution of the soil, the system is all wrong on public participation in a
likely to be far more expensive than the reformed licensing process. The fact is
4 cents a kilowatt hour Moir and Szoke that the process has lost the confidence
of the industry it regulates because it has
estimate.
Finally, if containment at one of the become unpredictable and easy to abuse
power plants ever failed, the site could by groups opposed to a single plant or
turn into a permanent, unlicensed, un- to nuclear power in general.
And as for "inherently safe reactors;' I
contained waste dump for highly radioactive materials. Given that finding a banned that term from DOE use back in
single site for a highly engineered reposi- 1986. Yetnuclear critics still bring it up,
tory has been impossible so far, it is accusing "the industry" of promising
sheer wishful thinking to imagine that something we all know is not credible.
A. DAVID ROSSIN
dozens of communities would be willLos Altos Hills, Calif.
ing to host such power plant complexes.
ARJUN MAKHIJANI
Institute for Energy
and Environmental Research
Takoma Park, Md.

The writer was an assistant secretary for
nuclear energy at DOE from 1986
to 1987.
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FOSTERING INNOVATION
In "The Invention That Got Away"( TR
August/September
1991), Richard
Florida and David Browdy make some
factual errors in discussing my "active
matrix" technology for flat-panel computer displays.
For example, contrary to what the
top table on page 46 indicates, RCA focused on standard liquid-crystal displays in the 1970s and did no work on
active-matrix
displays until the
mid-1980s. Furthermore, it's misleading
to say that "Westinghouse was not
alone" in its work on active-matrix technology during the early days of flatpanel development. In fact, Westinghouse was the only company in the
world working on active-matrix displays from 1972 to 1979.
As for the difficulties at Panelvision,
the firm was in Pittsburgh, not Silicon
Valley, so when we had to change our
manufacturing process, we could not attract good photolith people. This significantly delayed production, and no
amount of top-management wizardry
could affect that. However, the statement that the company failed to "come
up with a commercial product" is, in
plain words, wrong. Panelvision put a
sophisticated display controller and
three different versions of a first display
into production. A high-resolution display was in advanced development as
well. Bythe time the company was sold,
it had 80 highly satisfied customers and
a sheaf of repeat orders but no equipment with which to increase
production.
I disagree with Florida and Browdy
that "it should not be too difficult" for

U.s. computer companies to form joint
ventures with japanese makers of activematrix displays. After all, japanese
manufacturers have not invested billions
of dollars in active-matrix technology so
they can supply their competitors. On
the contrary, they are on record as
saying that they intend to sell activematrix displays only as part of their
finished product. This is precisely the
situation about which I have repeatedly warned U.S. computer companiesclearly in vain.
T. PETER BRODY
Active Matrix Associates
Pittsburgh, Pa.

Prof. Florida's pro-japanese/antiAmerican bias shows through in his article on the active-matrix display, just as
it did in the article he wrote with Martin Kenney ("How Japanese Industry Is
Rebuilding
ary/March

the Rust Belt," TR Febru1991).

Unfortunately,
Prof. Florida's
research for this current article is flawed
as well. I was personally involved as an
investor in Panelvision, the principal vehicle of Mr. Brody's efforts to develop
flat-screen technology. I also worked
with Tim de Silva, the CEO the authors
mention. And I was singularly unimpressed with the industry, diligence,
resilience, and work habits of Mr. Brody and his coterie.
If Prof. Florida and his co-author had
taken the time to interview Mr. Brody's
financial backers and Tim de Silva,they
may well have reached the conclusion
that particular individuals failed, not
U.S. business as a whole.
PHILLIP HARTLEY SMITH
President of Smith, Yuill and Co.
Pittsburgh, Pa.
The authors respond:

Dr. Brody is quite mistaken to suggest
that japanese companies will provide
active matrix displays only as components of finished products. Major
japanese flat-screen makers already
supply a large share of the screens used
by u.s. computer makers. And as for

Mr. Smith's allegations, we went to great
pains to interview the relevant principals, including Dr. Brody's financial
backers at Westinghouse and in the venture capital community, as well as his
management and technical colleagues
at Westinghou e and in the two startup
companies.
PROBLEMS WITH PEER REVIEW
In "Peer Review: Treacherous Servant,
Disastrous Master" (TR October 1991),
Charles W. McCutchen reports that a
paper I wrote with my student Dr.
Timothy P.Harrigan was rejected by the
Journal of Biomechanics and published
in the Archives of Rational Mechanics.
This is not exacly true, even though I
may have given Dr. McCutchen that impression. Dr. Harrigan and I knew firsthand from editorial officers at the Journal of Biomechanics that they would not
publish our manuscript, so we submitted it to the International Journal of
Solids and Structures, where it was accepted.
That minor error aside, Dr.
McCutchen's article is refreshing in its
trenchant description of the peer review
system. Given the "circle-the-wagons"
tendency endemic in the scientific community, it's good to see a spade called
a spade.
It's worth mentioning as well that
although Dr. McCutchen does not say
so in his article, he has done more than
just write about the issues that trouble
him. Specifically,he tried unsuccessful1y
to get Dr. Van Chao Shein Mow, who
dominates the field of skeletal lubrication, to acknowledge that the broadly
disseminated "Mow biphasic" theory is
not original.
.
The National Institutes of Health
(NIH) assembled a panel to explore the
matter and ended up exonerating Dr.
Mow, but that is hardly surprising: of
the three panel members, one was not
knowledgeable in the field and another
was collaborating with Mow on a book
at the time. When I pointed out the conflict of interest to NIH acting director
TECHNOLOGY REVIEW
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William F. Raub, my comments were
dismissed. Yet in at least one other
celebrated case, the NIH Office of
Scientific Inquiry re-formed a review
panel after it came to light that one or
more of the members had collaborated
with the subject of an investigation.
Why was Dr. Mow treated differently?
ROBERT W. MANN
Whitaker Professor of
Biomedical Engineering
MIT

Science today is indeed a jungle;
however,I cannot agree that it is the peer
review system that has made it that way.
As a biomedical scientist, I have been
part of peer review at NIH both as a
reviewer and a reviewee. I am not one
of the "establishment scientists who
have been treated well by peer review;'
but I believe that although the system i
imperfect, it is not out of control.
By perceiving peer review as the
"power of scientists over one another;'
McCutchen has politicized the process
to begin with. It is also incorrect to
characterize the executive secretaries of
study sections, who appoint studysection members, as a bunch of passive
bureaucrats. Some executive secretaries
are extremely careful in recruiting studysection members and attend scientific
meetings to interview candidates. The
new recruits serveon an ad hoc basis until their competence and attitude have
been assessed. Not only that, but executive secretaries can invite any scientist to
a particular committee meeting as an ad
hoc member for reviewing a particular
application.
Peer review is imperfect because it is
a job done by human beings to formulate opinions, not one done by computers to generate data. The charge that
has mo t frequently been made against
reviewersis "bias;' but as human beings,
none of us is free from bias. Furthermore, I strongly disagree with the suggestion that in grant giving, program
managers are better decision makers
than peers-the fact that they are not
grant seekers themselves does not make
them bias-free. And I am horrified to
8
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hear for the first time, in McCutchen's
article, that "Department of Defense
managers can fund whomever they like,
without having to get advice." I cannot
imagine that once someone is made a
manager in the federal government, he
or she becomes superhuman in judgment. If cronyism could be practiced in
a study section of 15 or more members,
wouldn't it be even more likely with a
single individual behind a closed door?
McCutchen argues that unlike peers,
program managers are visible and can
be called to account for their decisions.
But called to account by whom? Suppose a program manager decides to
deny funds to a scientist who turns out
to win a Nobel Prize years later. Should
he or she be sued by the Nobel laureate?
Or suppose the manager funds people
who are later found to engage in research
fraud. Should he or she be fired?
And then there's the case of the National Science Foundation (NSF),
where, as Dr. McCutchen enthusiastically notes, managers "correct for peer
bias" and make the final funding decisions. I would like to point out that
some program directors at NSF are active scientists recruited from universities
on a two-year rotational basis and are,
in effect, peers. In those instances, it is
peers who "correct for peer bias;' and
the procedure is not different from that
at NIH.
What has made grant review frustrating to the reviewees is not unchecked
politics but the declining rate of
funding-in the last three decades, the
U.S.work force in scientificresearch has
grown to a size far beyond what the taxpayers are ready to support. If all approved applications were funded, as
they were in the early 1960s, the process
of filtering out the few proposals of
more dubious merit would not be controversial. Even if only half of the applications were funded, there sti11wouldn't
be much of a problem. But when fewer
than 20 percent of the applications are
funded, as is the case in my area of neuroscience, the situation becomes serious. While those proposals that are
funded are indeed worthy of support, a

substantial number of equally valuable
proposals are filtered out.
It is true that the project grant system
favors research aimed at data-gathering
within established paradigms and discourages "great ideas that are not yet
thought of."However,the reason for this
is not that reviewers fear unexpected
discoveries by their competitors, as
McCutchen believes. Rather, it is
difficult enough to determine the top 15
or 20 percent of applicants even when
the proposals have clear goals and
realistic approaches-let alone when
they are based on speculation, however
creative the ideas may sound. Also, in
comparing one great idea with another,
how can the reviewer determine which
is greater without' bias, an attitude
McCutchen has so criticized? Some
people have suggested that NIH and
NSF set aside a budget to encourage
bold and innovative research. But since
peers are unfit to evaluate great ideas,
who should determine which of these
proposals is funded? The director of the
Bold and Innovative Research Program
at NIH or NSF?
An alternative to the project grant system is the block grant system, in which
funds are provided to universities rather
than to individual projects. According
to McCutchen's
proposition, "the
schools would decide who to support
however they wished, using any system
they wished, from despotism to
democracy." But what would this mean
in practice? Could the dean or vicepresident for research make despotic decisions, remote from university politics?
Or, to take the democratic approach,
should the peer review system be
brought back? And if that happened,
would individual scientists be better off
than in the hands of NIH? From myexperience on review panels at two universities for intramural
funds, the
performance of peer reviewers in local
committees is not different from that in
NIH committees.
PAUL Y. SZE
Professor of Pharmacology
and Molecular Biology
Chicago Medical School

